
 

 

 

 

The SciCord Informatics Platform is a 

comprehensive tool that takes the 

place of individual laboratory IT 

solutions across R&D and Commercial 

operations, reducing complexity and 

cost, and improving compliance and 

efficiencies measure. 

Our Platform offers labs the ability to 

increase productivity, implement 

work processes simply and rapidly, 

maintain FDA 21 CFR part 11 

compliance and lower internal IT 

expenses. 

SciCord is a developer of laboratory 

informatics solutions, providing 

pharmaceutical organizations with a 

digital documentation solution to 

simplify their work processes, enable 

collaboration, and increase 

productivity.

 

 

 

 

Contact us today to discuss your work 

processes and how our Informatics 

Platform can help transform your lab into 

a compliant and more efficient place of 

work! 

 
 

 
Adam Troxell, Director of Marketing 
adam.troxell@scicord.com 
(919) 601-5249 
 
www.scicord.com 

 
 

The Comprehensive and Compliant 

Platform your Pharmaceutical Lab 

Needs 

 

 
Are you losing control of your lab 

data? 

 

The SciCord Informatics Platform goes 

beyond LIMS and ELN capabilities to 

provide a comprehensive solution. 



 

Getting the Most Out of Our 
Software 

 

 

Intuitive Spreadsheet paradigm promotes 

user acceptance and minimizes training. 

Review tools provide a measured efficiency 

improvement of at least 30%. Scientists can 

keep their favorite spreadsheets. 

 

 

A solution that can be implemented in weeks 

instead of months. Lab personnel will have a 

simple path to gaining digital efficiencies. 

Rapid configuration provides flexibility and 

a workflow that matches current lab methods. 

 

A Single Solution for Your Data 
Management 

 

 

A cloud-based, SaaS provider that 

includes the latest technology and allows 

for scalability within the lab and 

organization. 

Steer clear of niche solutions, technical debt, 

and incompatible infrastructure 

Provides electronic records and 
electronic signatures to meet regulatory 
requirements, including GxP and FDA 21 
CFR Part 11 guidelines. 
Designed for “Right-first-Time” data 
entry. 

Leverage Spreadsheets for Easy 
Integration 

 

 

SciCord builds on a scientist’s previous 

spreadsheet expertise, reducing training 

time and increasing user acceptance. 

Existing spreadsheets can be integrated 

into the SciCord Informatics Platform. 

 

SciCord’s spreadsheet based approach 

provides an intuitive interface, speeds up 

implementation, reduces administrative 

overhead, and seamlessly integrates with 

your existing work processes, 

calculations, and reporting requirements. 

 


